An editor regrets: Ronald Campbell’s random recollections of his editorship of the 'Australian Journal', nd by Campbell, Louise, 1930-
There is a lot of trivia in these papers but it has been left advisedly. My 
purpose is 1not to provide a thrilling source for research people as to try to 
re-create environments and relationships and realms of work and imagination 
where ce rt a i n types of l i fe a re l i ve d . ~~~!l!!!f!!!ll!!IIS!mii~~~~~"r'!,-,i,,tll~••I!!==" 
/ 
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If I had foreseen how momentious the occasion would prove 
for me, I should certainly have noted the date on which was 
generated the wave that has finally - re retfully one must 
admit the finality - cast me up in Queensland to write these 
memoirs half a century later. The date ? i,wre, the very hour. 
An astrologica l adept would undoubtedly have examined his 
boroscop::e,to ascertain to what extent the current sidereal 
combiliations, the zodiacal conjunctions and oppositions affected 
one who, though avoiding All-Fools' Day, crept into the world 
under the sign of the Ram. 
But the fault, dear Brutus, lies not in or star, and 
I was no magus. All I no·1 recall is that on a winter after-
noon in 1922, I hurried along Swanston Street, Ilelbourne, 
clutching a shabby leather case - a "port", Queenslanders 
would c~ll it - whose miscellaneous contents included the 
envelope destin ed to change the direction of my life. 
Desuite the erosion of the years, I still recall that I 
wore a navy blue suit, a starched white col l ar held in place 
by a cou~le of studs, an inoffensive necktje and a gaberai e 
raincoat tightly belted around the middle. No great feat of 
memor.v is involved here, as these res 1 ,ecta ble accout~e. ~nt.~ ; 
tn~ped by a grey felt hct t, formed the uniform of six out of 
ten younf men of the period, and remained so for years . 
North of Bourke Street retail trade rapidly petered out. 
MY business took me past Little Bourke Stre1:. t, 1here slipp r ed 
and allegedly sinister Chinese padd Ld about in an atmosphere 
subtly compounded of sandalwood and wholesale fruit, beyond 
the Melbourne Hospital, the Public Librar,y and Latrobe Street 
to No . 350, an inconspicuous three-storey brick building housing 
the printing works of A . H . vlassina and Co., and the office 
of The Australian Journal. From within came the sound of 
machinery dominated by the rhythmic thud inw of a ~vy 
flatbed press. Those sounds were to become as familar to m'e 
as the be~ting of my own heart, for that building was to be 
my working home for just on thirty years. 
Unaware how the dice would roll, I opened my caae and, 
bolder than Charles Dickens , who surreptitiously poked his 
early contributions under the phblishers' doors at midnight, 
marched up the steps and .1anded it to a young woman behind 
the counter. Althoufh I hu .,.:ried off before she could re~lise 
that I was an author, there was no need to worry. Literary 
figures meant nothing to her, either way. 'ilithout giving me 
a second glance , she took the envelope. It contained several 
stories which I hoped might satisfy the editor. Judging from 
the magazine his sights were not set unduly high . 
Having paid my fare from an outer suburb, I was determined 
to cram a lit vle more into what was left of the day. Darkness 
set in early at that time of year, and 'the lights were coming 
on as I strolled back towards Bourke Street past long forgotten 
hotels and business places - the Orient, famed for the lavish 
count er-lunches which made it the rendezvous of 1' elbourne.• s 
out-of-work theatricals; the tailorts shop where an engaging 
little automaton drew public attention by rapping all dgy on 
the plate glass window opposite 1,iller 's Feather Shop, which 
supplied the ostrich plumes and other avian trophies which 
adorned the dames of Toorak and the ladies of the town. 
The pleasure of an economical snack - a pie, tea and toast, 
one shilling - at Sargent's in Elizabeth Str~et was enhanced 
by the discovery that Smith's ·ieekly had printed one of my 
contributions. Obviously my affairs were looking up. Hoping 
that the editors of The Australian Journal would have the 
good sense to follows Smith 's excellent example, I set off 
for the Theatre rloyal whe·e a Gilbert and Sullivan company, 
headed by Charles H. /orkmen, was appearing in the Yeoman of 
the Guard . 
The Yeoman was not a new opera to me even then, but although 
I have seen it many times and in many places,no production 
has ever given me so much pleasure . The leading lady - now 
doubtless a grandmother of long standing - was a young 0ydney 
girl named Patti Russell , who lent the part of Elsie 1aynard 
wistful charm which in my memory remains unequalled even by 
the prima donnas of the D'Oyley Carte Company, while the role 
of Jack Point fitted -vorkmen as neatly as a second skin . Years ((, 
after Workmen ' s death James Agate referred to him as "incomp}able . ' 
This did not suprise me . That performance of the Yeomen , seen 
from a posterior-numbing bench in the Gallery would have made 
my day memorable had neither The ustralian Jgur 1al nor Smith's 
/eekly ever existed . 
The stories I submitted were by no means my first attempts. 
Contr ibutions batted out on my venerable Empire portable boubht 
fpr six pounds two years earlier had been printed in The Bulletin, 
Aussie, The Australasian , Smith ' s ~/eekly and a few provincial 
papers , so that al t hough I did not regard ,1yself as another 
Kipling or successor to O. Henry, I was more gratified than 
astonished to receive a letter of acceptance. Nor indeed was f 
~ overwhelmed by the size o!' the cheque which accompanied it. 
Howe rer, axtra money of any sor t or size 1as welcome to a youth 
in his twenties ,ho w~s not only endeavourin0 to live on the 
meag£e salary of a school teacher but also to a id a famil; 
which for years nad be en teetering alon6 the tightrope of bank-
ruptcy . 
Although acclaimed bJ politic ians and other ublio 
as the noblest of humankind, the teactler.;{of tha t . eriod 
very far back in the queue when pay was Jistributed. I 
humbugs 
were 
recall 
a very compete't\,t teacher telling me that instead of struggling 
with a class of f ifty children he would be better off carryin° 
a red flag in fromt of a steam roller,while one lady, cashimg 
her salary cheque, told the bank teller not to apologise for 
giving her some well-,rorn bank notes as no germs would attempt 
to live on her sm,ry. 
Instructing t he young had lon6 been regarded as primarily 
a trade for wom'4t-n to follow until they marr ied, when .hey 'lere 
promptly sacked to make room for fresh blood. Those he re-
mained were considered to ae a tribe of acidulat ed spinsters, 
sexless and domineering, and therefore only fit to take charge 
of other people's childr en. Known as 11 :peds 11 , 11 chalkies II or 
llKid-whaclj:ers" the men who follm ed this avocation did not 
enjoy a high sociql status, although it must be ad mitted that, 
in my time, many middle-aged teacherw were either diffident 
and unwordly or uncouth and opiniated . This was doubtless 
du e to having spent years in the country which in that Pre-
autom obile age was equivalent to exile in Siberia. 
Promotion was so slow that most of the blither spirits 
aspired to get out of the cage while there Nus yet time. 
Many of my acquaintances did so. Some became accountants o~ 
salesmen; others tried farming, first as a sideline, and t hen 
as a full-time job. A few gave up teaching to become clerks in 
the Education de partment where they received more money for 
less rork, less responsibility and lower qullificatiobs. One 
teacher of my time became a successful real estate a ~ent. 
At least two wangled themselves into par liament where, needless 
to say, they never raised their voices on begalf of their 
former colleagues. 
I had long resolved to write my way into a more profitable 
occupation, bu t family responsibilities and geography · . ,( 
made i; ciffacult to see how this could be arranged . Books 
of literar~ reminiscence were no help . They all applied 
to either Britain or the United States and in most cases the 
author was an Oxonian with a well-to-do father . I had no 
literary friends nor had I ever seen an author unless rn~ 
uncle Norman Campbell, cre pt in under that beading. Formerly 
an actor , orman , who had given up the stage for journalism, 
was then freelancing in Sydney. A man Cf !innumerable 
psuedonymns, he was the mainstay of the theatrical columns 
of several newspapers but he was too busy writing to be an 
author, his only appearance between~ covers being as the 
ghost behind Nellie Stewart's "My Life Story" and as the 
concoctor of a couple of books of verses which the comedian 
Leonard Nelson had made popular as momologues on the vaudeville 
stage . IJiad seen little of Norman for years, and had become 
quite acc¢stomed to playing a lone hand, satisfied if I 
could get my hands on my small literary earnings before someone 
else claimed them . 
The luckjr break for which I had long been waiting came 
from an unexpected quarter . A week after the cheque from 
The Australian Journal followed a letter asking m~ to call 
on Mr. Stanley Massina as soon as convenient. Being among 
the relJ tivel··y few who finished their week ' s work on Friday, 
I was able to see him on the following Saturday morning, 
oux interview beginning an association which long outlasted 
his connection wit~the Journal and ended only with his death 
more than three decades later . 
Then in his middle thirties, Stanley Massina - 111\'Ir . Stan" 
tothe firm's employees - was the younger of thex two brothers 
who owned and controlled the Massina business. The elder, 
who ranked as Ua.naging Director, was *Mr . Alf . " A tall, thin 
swarthy man with black hair canefully arranged to camouflage 
premature baldness, Stanley came to the point Hith a brevity 
which I soon realised was connected with the bag of golf clubs 
standing in the corner of the office. 
dhen I enquired whether he was the editor he told me 
that the post was occupied, though scarcely filled, by an 
old-timer who could not be relied on to do more tb~t the 
donkey work. Negotiations of this kind were out of his field. 
He went on to say that the Journal required a writer capable 
of filling The Detective lbum, a section which had been an 
important feijture of the magazine since its first publication 
in 1865. Originally and for many years , these stories had 
been written by a I.1rs • .r'ortune under the psaudonym of II I . ,I . 11 
After her death various other contributors had filled in, 
emergencies being met by reprinting some of 11\ • I . 11 s early 
stories, with the more obvious archaisms deleted or altered. 
Latterly the section had been written by one .c. Eiseman, 
but he had found the strain of turning out a 10,000 word 
detective story ever3· month too much . Massina invited me to 
try my hand. If I proved successful, I coulc ca~l The Detective 
Album my own. 
Neophyte though I was I did not let Massina see how greatly 
the prospect of becoming a regular contributor exceedecf{inything 
I had hoped for, nor did I commit the error - cardinal to a 
man of 1lassina 's type - of asking how much it would be worth . 
Instinctively I knew that the answer would be a dampaning 
"Let's see your stuff first - it may not be worth anything . " 
Nor did I airly brush aside the difficulties of the assignment. 
Poker-faced, I merely said that I would let him have a sample 
detective story in ~ortnight . ash words, admittedly, as 
I hud Bever written, in my life but I was not let ing a seuond 
regular income slip ~hrough my fingers f or want of effort. 
The rest of that Saturday was spent in the public libr ary 
poring over back issues of the Journal. The following morning 
saw me in action, and I handed in a wad of typescript will 
within the stipulated fortnight. To invent a plot, and 
characters, write the yarn in longhand, revise it and them 
finally type it on my old machine, all in the s .i:-iare tiP1e of 
ten days, was quite a task for a novice, but it was worth it, 
for 1aasina declared it to be just what was wanted , and 
instructed me to keep going . I certainly did. I took him at 
his word, month af ter month, for about thirty years . 
By the time I finally signed off, Stanley Massina was 
dead and I had written about four and half million words for 
the Journal alone . Shame, cries the highbrow . torse still, 
they were all stories following the recipe given by the mouse 
in Alice in /onderland, begun at the beginning and going on 
until they came to the end . But that is to jump my fences 
before coming to them. For the first three and a half years 
I kept on teaching and writing . For the 1first time in my life 
I had something like an adeq_uate income, not that the r.assina 
side was princely, but it was well above the rates paid to 
casual contributors and, as I had no exaggerated ideas of the 
value of the stuff, I did not complain , especiallt'as I knew 
that the Journal had a very limited circulation and that I was 
not writing for The Saturday Evening Post . Nevertheless, the 
sales of the Journal were creepiD.g up partly, I felt, as a 
result of my efforts . 
The constant practice gave me a plot-building facility 
I could not have obtained in any other way and I soon discovered 
that it took me little longer to write a ten-thousanc word 
story of detection than to put together a "literary" piece a 
quarter tlie length, handpicking every word, polishing e&ch 
sentence and shooting down every cliche before it could get 
properly off the ground. Actually, I don't believe that the 
readers of a popular magazine of that day would have recognised 
a cliche if they had stubbed their toes on one. 
There was af course a debit side to all this effort. 
Holding down adaily job and writing at such a pace gave me 
no chance of getting to wotk on the lon strin0 of im ortant 
novels which, like most young writers, I had long contemplated. 
Possibly tat was Dust as well. The ·e were few customers for 
Australian novels then. I once heard a ~. De ~led~e, chief 
librarian at the then~eum Libr~ry, tell a lady thtt he could 
give her no information about ustralian novels, except that 
most of them were tiash. Trash, tco was the word used by 
John Far~uharson , a leading London literary agent of the time, 
in a letter explaining why he did not feel inclined to waste 
time attempting to interest English publishers in Australian 
novels. This did not peturb me . In those days there was 
plenty of scope for the Australiam freelance. I had already 
carved out a niche for myself and if I sopetimes wondered 
how long I could occupy it, a fresh deadline coming along 
every month left me little ti~ for contemplation. 
Occasionally I dropped in to see ,assina, who apparently 
regarded me as his white-hairod boy and was most cordial. I 
never saw the titular editor, Mr . Adcock, who signed no letters, 
answered no telephone calls and generally remained such a 
figure of mystery that I ceas ~d to believe in his existence. 
I was unprepared for the suprise Massina sprang early in 1926, 
when he told me that he and his brother contemplated making 
big changes in the C:ournal. Mr. Adcocl,. v,as retiring at the 
age of eighty-one, and the firm wanted me to come in as ' 
editor; take over not, he assure~e, as a mere figurehead, 
but as a bright young fellow committed to lifting the burdens 
off assina's shoulders and, of liftinj/the Australian Journal 
to its rightful place among Australian periodicals, the place 
it had held years before. He had already convinc 2d his 
brother, who did not know a good story from a bad, that I 
knew exactly what their readin6 public wanted and they were 
willing to give me a five-year contract. 
Naturally it was not policy to jump at the chance, but 
after several in~erviews, a discreet amount of humming and 
haing, and some bargaining, I sent in my resignation to the 
Education Department. It was received without emotion, and 
on fay 1, 1926, I became an editor. As the date for assuming 
the purple.~d,rew near, IDJI confidence ebbed. I realised that 
although I had a smatter .ing of information about a breat many 
things, my new job was not arnon; them. Nowadays I suppose 
I could buy a book en.titled Teach Yourself Magazine Editini,, 
and get the hang of it in a fortnight. As it was, I showed 
up on the job armed with nothing more than a few hints on 
proof correction and sub-editing from my uncle, Norman, who 
by then was a special writer for the ,Ielbourne Herald . /hen 
I told him the circulation of the Journal was between 16 and 
20 thousand, his Mephistophelean eyebrows shot up. 
"My God, boy, "he said, "you've got a lot of hard work 
ahead of you. See that you get that contract of yours. It'll 
probably outlast the magazine." 
II 
There was nothing of the mushroom about the firm with 
which I had staked my guture. Established in 1859, it still 
flouris hes, more than a century later, a long period anywhere, 
but especially so in Melbourne, where history did not begin 
until John Batman sailed up the Yarra River in 1834. It is, 
moreover, still controlled~rect descendant of the origtnal 
hlassina who founded it. Tb'.is~Massina, Alfred Henry, whose 
apparition taken when he was ageing, bearded and benign, 
presided over my first encounter with the clean shaven Mr. 
Stan, was a London printer who landed in Melbourne in 1854 
when legions of gold diggers were swarmin~ over the colony, 
and the outpost founded by BE-tr1an twenty years before had 
developed into a rip-roaring frontier city whose growing 
population had bulged out into a canvas town alongside . 
Landing with - so he claimed - the proverbial half-crown 
on his pocket rassina left his young wife to work as a 
laundress in Melbourne and followed the cr i,wd to the diggings, 
whence he presently trudged back empty-handed . Having 
broken \hia indentures with the London firm of the {aterlows , 
he was not a qualified tradesman but he was apparently good 
' 
enough for l.Ielbourne, and in 1859 :1e ..:oined forces with th:ree 
other fu~itives from the goldfields and set up a prLting shop 
in Bourke dtreet, near the site of t he present bouthern Cross 
Hotel • .lhether they flourished is not on the record, but at 
least they 60t by, and in 1865, t he year which saw the end of the 
American Civil ./ar, they launched a weekly periodical called 
The Australian Journa l. 
This was not so tremendous an undertaking as it would be 
today. eaders did not call for four-colour illustrations, 
bizarre tyopography, the autobiographies of contempary criminals 
by their wives, political exposes or sex in all its aspects . 
Nor iid advertisers, what there were of them, require glossy 
paper, 180-line screen blocks, notable artists and snappy 
copywriters and super-photographers to bring their pots, kettles, 
horse-rned~ines, harnesses 1to the public attention. Given 
scissors, paste, type, and idle press and an armful of overseas 
publications it was relatively easy to produce an 11Australian 11 
periodical. Making it pay its way was !Sf 4ii :me a different 
matter as always . The Aj.fstralian Journal ias only one of a 
number of publishing ventures on the pgrt of Massina and 
Company . Most of them probably were merely intended to 
occupy the compositors in what would other1ise have been slack 
periods, but the Australian Journal stuck. It secured enough 
readers and, eventually, enough advertising, to survive many 
changes in the cmmposition of the firm, two world wars, t wo 
major depressions and any number of slumps and minor vicissitudes, 
until it ultimately survived to become the oldest monthly 
periodical in Australia and one of the most venerable in the 
world . 
The first editor was George A. ~falstab, a picturesque 
individual onee on the staff of the "Calcutta Englishman", who 
came to ustralia. in the digging days; joined the Victorian 
Lounted Police as a cadet)and served with some of the early 
l \ 
gold escorts. The outbreak of the ,utiny in 1857 took him 
back to India, but when the British Rah reasserted itself he 
returned to Australaa and became a member of the coterie of 
Bohemians which included Adam Lindsay Gordon, "Orion" Horne, 
Iviarcus Clarke, J J Shillinglaw, • P. ' lhitworth, Henry Kendall , 
N 
Charles Detehy and other worthies of the Yorick Club, which 
must have been an oasis of literacy in the Victorian desert 
of mullock heaps and sheep droppings. 
Occastionally ,{alstab varied the routine of journalism 
by giYing displa s with the broad sword, so that he must have 
been a formidable individual, well able to coie with the most 
temperamental litterateur. It is impossible to trace all the 
subsequent ramifications of the editorship, but the job was 
held down for a time by • P. '/hi tworth and of course by ,1arcus 
Clarke, who occupied the somewhat ricketty chair while his 
famous novel His Natural Life was being serialised. So much 
ink ~1as been spilled on the subject of I.Iarcus Clarke that one 
hesitates to waste much typewriter ribbon on him, at this date, 
but t .... e old legend that Hlis Natural Life was written under 
the inspiration of the demon rum still crops up from time to 
time. Even H. M. Breen ,1ho included a section on Magazines 
in his monumental tomes on Australian literature though it is 
obvious that he spent little time examining magazines, wrote: 
"The publishers of The ustralian Journal advanced him 
(1arcus Clark) the cost of a much needed holiday in Tasmania 
so that he might study the literature of the Convict system 
and write them a convict serial. The result was "For the m.erm 
of is Natural Life," Its appearance stretched over tlµ'ee years 
- 1870, 1871 and 1872. In one issue an instalment was missing 
an~ in another the instalment/was much shorter than usual. It 
is said that the story was written a chapter at a time, while 
the copy boy was v1aiting and that sometimes Clarke had to be 
locked up with tobacco and whisky - enough but not too much -
to get a belated instalmen+out of him.* 
Green ' s "It is said ••• 11 without any indication of who 
said it reads more like the work of a jo~rnalist rushing to 
make a deadline than of a scholarly academic writing about 
what is usually regarded as the first major ustralian no,vel . 
Born in London in 1846 , Marcus Clarke was twenty- three 
years old when Alfred ri1assina commissioned . im . He may have 
been in desperate need of money , as Green says, but it is 
highly unlikely that the astute Massina would have advanced 
it to a young fellow already so addicted to alcohol that within 
three years he was incapable of writing ,ithout it. Admittedly 
the journalist- t mper was far from unknown, even in my time , 
but I never met one who became a notable soak while still on 
the near side of twenty-five . The story of the besotted author 
locked in with pen, paper and grog ia very ancient, though 
Green throws in tobacco for good measure apparently. But he 
does not state who locked Clarke in7nor where . Apparently he 
was unaware that Clarke was editing the journal when His 
Natural Life was runnin6 • Nothing is lessforobable than that 
a high- spirited young fellow like Clarke would permit anyone 
to lock him up, either with or without whisky . That Clarke 
developed weaknesses is very likely, but that he was a drunken 
V 
and erratic before he was thirty is snmply not credible in 
view of the amount of ,,ork he cra mm ed into a writ in0 car eer 
which ended at the early age of thirty-four . 
Nothing could have shown Green's ignorance of the magazine 
field than another of his remarks about Clarke's story novel: 
"Some of the story's melodrama may have been due to a desire 
to accord with the toe of the magazine in which it was printed . " 
If this were the cas~ Jnd if Clarke deliberat~ly altered 
the construction of his tale to please Journal readers)he ~as 
sin ularly unsuccessful, as serialisation of the atory nearly 
wrecked the magazine. eaders found it too melodramatic _d 
\~ 
gloomy ior their taste andfell off in droves . It was serialised 
twice a.: terwards, in---- and in 1914 and was success r ul each 
time. The magazine serial was simply "His Natural Life . " The 
real story is . robabl~that Clarke, believing that his job 
as editor would last1Mpun the story out so long that he, as 
well as a good many of the readers, became heartily tired of 
it, and put off writinu each instalment until the last possible 
mom~nt . A bout of influenza would then upset his plana just 
as readily as a drunken spree . The only pronouncement Massina 
made on the matter came in a n.awspaper interview nearly forty 
years later, when Clarke had long been in his grave and 
!1.assina ' s recollection of events of the early 1870 ' s were 
probably fading: 
Take in 1assina • • • 
Another unusual character associated with the J ournal in 
its f&a:'st decl:ine was lilliam Ew:art Gladstone Symons, who 
served as part- time editor about the turn 0f the century . 
By profession he was a taxidermist employed by the State 
V 
r1luseum but he managed to sandwich his editing in times stolen 
from between stuffing kangaroos and fitting polar bears with 
glas5 eyes . Possiblf s ome tit! the specimens in the Melbourne 
Museum still bear trac s of Symons ' handiwork . Apparently 
Symons was a versatile rran of inexhaustable energy, as he had 
yet a third string to his bow . Despite a somewhat gloomy 
appearance, he seems to have been an amateur comedian of local 
renown; indeed 1e sometimes stepped out of t be amateur ranks 
and hired a hall for a ser ies of one-man entertainments which 
he called by the strange name of" ···· · · ·· · ··· · Gilhooleyana'' 
k, \'fther these shows cleared a profit is a point on which history 
is silent . It is quite possible that they did as halls could 
be hired cheapl~at that tin;e, and, in the absence of moview, 
television, radio and singing groups, the regular theatres 
had little oppostion. 
Symons apparently, was a man of nervous temerament, who 
lived in terror that the museum authorities ,1ould discover his 
Jekyll and Hyde existence, while as an editor the slightest 
fall away in the sales of the Journal robbed him of sleep . 
How he preserved the necessary Gilhooleyan spirits is a mystery. 
Possibly he was a comedian of the sombre type, or he may have 
been cast in the Grimaldi mould and could make everyone l augh 
but himself . As far as I could ascertain, he left no traces 
of gis literary_ work. 
My immediate predecessor, William E Adcock was equally 
unusual, though in a different way . The only time I saw him 
was on the morning I took over the job . He was then over 
eighty years of age and could, I suppose, be forgiven some 
slight absence of mind, although I was a little put out when 
he not only claimed as his own the unopened titiof Lucy Hinton 
tobacco with which I had furnished myself, but he recommended 
the brand, too, as the best pipe tobacco on the market. 
This bushy-bearded but stocky and vigorous octogenarian 
had been connected with the Massinas, off andon, from the 
early 1870 ' s 0 Alfred ~ssina had settled in Richmond, where 
indeed he lived practically his entire Australian career, 
with the exception of time spent on his farm at Fern Tree Gully, 
then a bush outpost on the way to the vood's Point Diggings. 
Massina's Richmond home was a rambling place in /estbank 
Terrace, fronting the :p3.rk not far from w~ere, in much later 
years, J. H. Scullin had what was probably the nost modest 
home ever·ocGupied bY an ustralian Prime Minister. 
When Massina built his house in ichrnonL, the atmos .1. here 
of the locality was semi-rural. Nearb~ Helen Porter Mitchell 
was taking the air in her perambulator, happily unaware that 
she ~ would l a ter sing her way to imrnortaliity as Nellie 
Melb. The river ~~lazily round the park, with its tremendous 
gum trees, some of which are still standing. She was toddling 
arpund when , • E. Adcock made .uis presence felt in history, 
by opening an estate first as a reporter on the "Richmond 
Free Press" and as a news - business-and es.tate agent in Bridge 
Road. It was in one of these capacities ttlat he first 
contacted the Massina family, with whom he was to be connected, 
in various capacities, until 1926. A good deal of the off 
period was spent in the northern Territory, where he was a 
storekeeper in Darwin and Derby, and tried his hand for~ : 
time engaged in what was virt"ally the slave trade, inporting 
Chinese coolies from Canton for the Kimbe{ily Goldfieldt; 
~e highlight of Adcock 's career was his brush with thet,...l~ 
when having apparently placed all his assets in his wife 's 
name, he went insolvent, and moved back to Victoria, where 
under the laws then prevailing, he was safe from the attentions 
of his creuitors. Unfortunately, some business forced him 
to return to Adelaide, \/here he was pounced upon by the sheriff's 
officers and called on to expound his financial methods As 
no exposition ras forthcominw, he was inprisoned for contempt 
of court ,~e£e he spent his tie wemorialisin~ eve~yone from 
the ~dtorney Beneral to ueen Victoria and collectinu ma terial 
for a book which \las published in 1.Iell>ourne a::ter his release . 
In this paperbacked volume entitled Two Years in Gaol ./ithout 
a Trial, he described his misfortunes in a far from objective 
style, and sole.only warned his readers against crossing the 
South ustralian border into a colony where justice was unknown. 
This boo is now a collector's item as also is his only other 
literary vrnrk consist~'! accordint, to those who knew the old 
entleman well - a quantity 0.1. abelaisian verse which ill-
accorded with his venerable appearance. ,y only other glimpse 
of this iddefatigble old gentleman was an unexpected glimpse 
of his ample stern in a shed in Notth velbourne, where he was 
unpackang a crate of mica from a central Australian mine in 
which he. still held an interest and which :e hoped would 
make him wealthy . Not long after , I heard that he was dead . 
The passing of Adcock ended an era in the history of the 
magazine , In its early years , it had tried, not without 
success , to encourage local Austral~an writers but here were 
not enough of them , not were there enough interested readers 
to make the venture profitable . Durin5 the boom years of the 
1880 ' s the printing side of the business flourished so that 
at one time over more than 100 compositors :1ere employed and 
publications of all kinds , includin 0 sporting{lleekly, came 
from their p:tesses, which were by now housed in, .an impressive 
building in Howey Place . 
The bursting of the land boom brou6ht tis solden age 
to an abrupt end . The flow of publicatiois dried up. The 
sporting weekly gradually faded . The staff dwindled . The 
demand for Adam Bindsay Gordon ' s poems ceased, but the Australian 
Journal staggered on, a thing of shreds and patches , put 
together with scissors and ~ste . The serials , mostly of the 
Family Herald type , were bought for a somg, if not quietly 
filched under the elastic copywright laws of the eridd . The 
early pages were lightened by a few wood cuts or steel engravings, 
but these too, disappeared , leaving the pa6es of a uniform 
dullness . Not even a pretence was made of encoura in5 
Australian writers, as an ominous notice ap~eared at the 
masthead of the magazine , to the ·effect that while ustralian 
contributions would be considered, no payment whatever would 
be made for (t?se published, as the Jaid staff was complete . 
Tbe i:nid staff , apparently consisted of the before-mentioned 
Ilrs . }'ortune , who kept the Det eatives Albumn going through 
thick and~hin . 
1.l though titular editor; it was many years since Adcock 
had done much more that give incomin 0 manuscripts a preliminary 
reading and pass on anything he thought promising to Stanley 
Massina. As far as I could ascertain,: he did no sub- editing, 
leaving the job of correcting the punctuation and breaking 
up paragraphs into reasonable len~s to the linotype operators 
who uid not object to those chores in that era . They were 
also required to eliminate all strong language . Like the 
well-bred captain of the Pinafore, Journal characters nevJr 
used a ~ big D, so that the operators were req_uired to 
substitute dashes for lehat was considered strong language in 
that naive period, when the sic;;ht of a "four-letter" word in 
cold print would have sent a shadder of horror and amazement 
through even the most hardened reader. A magazine, naturally, 
had to be especially careful in this regard . Even the expression 
"by God" could cancel hundreds of subscriptions . 
,hen I took over, the make - up of the Australian Jfournal 
was simplicity itself. It consisted of 128-pages of newsprint , 
in ei~ht 16-pp sections , stapled together, with a separated 
2- colour cover~ • There were no illustrations, 
but the opening page carried ~n ornamental design as a kini 
of masthead . Taken all rougd, it looked rather heavy going , 
even for tha t time, when most Australian periodicals ere dull 
in appearance . The Journal looked positively sop~fic . 
Nevertheless, the majority of the 20,000 readers preferred 
quantity to appearance, and the Journal certainly gave them 
a lot for their money . 
Australian stories of a suitable tyfe were hard to come 
by? so that the serials were usuall'd-En6lish novels the rights : 
to which were bought through the publishers. They were 
almost invariabl1 of the light sentimental tyi:e, so that Annie 
Swan, Jeffrey Farnol, Ruby 111 .Ayres and Henry St John Cooper 
were prime favorites. Book length ustralian manuscripts of a 
suitable kind were not plentiful . Although almost every news-
paper and periodical in thicountry used serial stories, the7 
were almost invariably i~ported novels . Naturally Australian 
writers complained bitterly, anelin many cases with good 
reason, but what the local author did not realise was that 
there vas no comparison whatever between the circulations and 
atvertising of an American magazine sue~ as loman 's Home 
Companion and those of the averabe Australian publication . 
The revenue of an Englis~ magazine like The Strand could wtll 
alOw them to publish serials by Sir rthur Conan ;)oyle and 
Cv P . G. /odehouse before they appeared inj\book betHeen co-rers, 
but to complain that an ustralian periodical like ~he Australian 
Journal, could~0Jfay serial writers enough to jus tify the time 
they had to spend on the joo ·.,as simply baying at the moon . 
Moreover, the big overseas magazines depended on fiction to 
attract their readers. Readers boui;ht the ·ilindsor agazine, 
for example , because of the serial by Dornford Yates, but the 
readers of ., ustralian news rapers \, ho read the serials seldom 
noticed who wrote them, a11d were , 1ost unlikely to change t_ eir 
neHspaper ha bits because they did not like the fiction. 
Late1 years waw the rise of' .1. uJt lian y "cio( icals w·lich 
couJd well afford to pay handsonely for t~eir fiction - not hhat 
they always did - b¥t that tine had not arrived in 1926. 
~he ustralicln Journal, with its very limited revenue and 
circulation, was in~a particularly unfortunate posJ:ition. To 
pay Saturday Eveninb ~ost rates for serials would have put the 
Journal ou± of businLss in a few months . hloreover , few if aby 
Australian writers had enough experience of serial writing to 
be able to compete with overseas authors in the sane field . 
There were many gcod sb~t story writers about but nobody 
could stay the distance like Emerson Hough, in such a way that 
the interest could be maintained through weeks, or even, in 
the case of the Jou=nal, for months . The readers of forty-odd 
years ago were reasonably patient, but they cou · d not be expected 
to maintain interest in a novel for half a year, unless it ad 
some unusually gripping qualities. It took a lon time and 
a big turnover of reade£s to win an audience for a stronger 
type of story. his uave rise to the le ·eni current among 
academics and hi6hbrows who had never read the magazine that 
The Australian Journal was a trivial publication , suitable 
only for t he lesd knowledgeable type of housewife:. This 
view persisted in many quarters right through my long connectivn 
with the magazine . Tho~ho held it should l.ave known better, 
but as few of them ever bought a copy of the publication, they 
judged the .case without even so much as glincing at the evidence. 
Even though it does not now ma{)er in the least, I shall do 
my best to disprove this myth and throw a little light into 
the oblivion containing the tattered remains of a magazine 
which in my time published work by almost every Wustralaan 
writer of the day and brought me in contact with mos4of them. 
Uy ignorance of all this was of course profound when I 
took the job as editor in 1926. My interviews with the two 
Massina brothers during the previous three ,' and a half years 
had convinced me that nothwithstanding their geniality they .· 
were the last men in elbourne to k eep a drone on the :i;:ayroll, 
slh that as the date o.n which I was to start, drew near ·: I 
began to regret having ~et a mat ch to my boats. Admittedly 
my contract had be en dra n up and signed but as one of my 
acquaintances cynically remarked, "A contract with the boss 
only means that if he wants to sack you he ha! to do .a bit of 
thinking first, whereas if you are offered a better ~b there 's 
nothing you can do about it • 11 /i,.s it turned out, the job proved 
good enough to last me for 29 years. /hat happened to the 
original contract I have no idea. After all ~arties sibned it, 
it was never referred to again . 
Although my stories had proved high.~Y popular with the 
readers of the liournal, my knowledge of editing a magazine 
v,as entirely theoretical. About all I knew was whether a story 
interested me and. I knew nothin~ of markinc;; copy , typo6raphy 
or layout. I had certainly seen limotype machines in action, 
I 
/ As tbe Australian Journal was printed on tbe premises in 
tbe good old-fashioned way - it was indeed the principal reason 
the firm had surv~ved - I came into much clos~r contact with 
tbe operatives than a magazine editor who work~d in an office 
at the other end of town and fed his copy, illustrations and 
layout to the printer and theoretically worried no more about 
it until the proofs began to flow back to '1 i1JJ. Being on tbe 
spot has manifest advantages to a novice. Lost of the printing 
staff bad been witb the I. assinas a long time and were glad to 
take a hand in the education of an editor who frankly admitted 
that he knew nothin5 , but wished to learn everything. 
The linotype operators told me that they were glad to have 
some-one around who could do a little sub-editing instead of 
leiving th~o Gut up the ~aragraphs and put in a little punc-
tuatuon. Luckily I did ,ot fall into the trap of tryin 0 to 
bluff my way through, and therefore gave no one any reason to 
laugh behind my back. By questioning, observation and the 
study of textbooks I picked uc-p enough about the theory of 
letterpress printing to get by. In the course of time my knowledge 
increased until just after the war, the aster Printers Association 
commissmoned me to ~reduce a booklet jritended to lure boys of 
school-leaving age into the trade. 
In the 1920's the Journal was still produced in a relatively 
simple way. The body of .the text was set by linotype. Headings 
and display matter were handset. Jhen read and corrtcted and 
revised, it was made up into pages which were ste~eoto/Ped. 
The plates were then put on a small Bell & Val rojJary press 
in secticns of 16 pages, eight of which made up an issue. The 
printed sections 1ere collated by a team of girls ho stapled 
them together and glued on the covers, wnich were printed 
separately in a flat-bed press. 
Only two colours, red and black , were used on the covers. 
dequate formerly, they looked lifeless and lost against the 
three and fou~ colour cmvers whick were beginning to brighten 
the ne, s stands. 
First and last, the covers gave me more trouble than 
anything else connec ed with the Journal. During my years withLltv 
magazine I was responsible for producing some 360 issues, but 
I cannot remember any cover design which gave general satiefaction. 
I tried every available artist and every style of design from 
the children's heads of Esther Patterson to story illustrations 
by Ray /enban and George Benson . I tried humorous themes, 
conventional cover girls, genre studies a la Norm n Rockwell, 
ships animals - everything. Alfyvays there was something amiss. 
u 
If one ,assina liked a design, the other didn't. /hat both liked, 
did not appeal to their wives or incurred the diaaproval of their 
frienas. ~ometimes what they liked at the beginninu of the ~-
month annoyed them before the end . Even the girls who glued 
on the covers we~e critics, but most critical of all was the 
advertising manager H.E. Israul. I could understand his point 
of view. He had to exhibit it to prospective advertisers, and 
in particular to slick advertising agents, who invariably 
contrasted it wi t h the polychromatic posters on overseas public-
ations. As none of these advertising men had much idea what 
was in the magazine they judged it solely b~ the cover ~nd did 
not stop to think that the artists who worked for such public-
ations as C smopolitan, loman 's Home Companion, Ladies Home 
Journal and the 'aturday vening :Post were among the best in 
America and were paid perhaps twenty times as much for a design 
aa the Journal could af i ord. fheir work , moreover, wao beautifully 
reproduceu in three or four colours on good papers • 
.i<'or the first year or so the repetitious "I don't think 
much of this month's cover" used to vrnrrry me, but eventually 
I became inured to it. U\timatelYj I abandoned the use of artist~s 
? 
work in favor of photography . Not until 1954 did Ip rsuade 
the firm to use thr e colour covers . By then, o! courae, 
almost every other periodical with a picture cover was usin 0 
four colours, so that the Jou~nal still lagge behind . 
One of the vest artists, both for black and \lhite line 
illustrations and cov rs, to work for the J urnal int ose 
days was undoubtedlJ rlay Jenban, whose illustration to the 
tor ies of 'oy Bridges and J. :r. ·I. Ab bot t re v ry fine 
judged by any standards . Unfortunately , he i;:ent to London, 
where he ha considerable success in th illustrating field, 
returnin only because the climate .did not suit is youn 
family. rlut he settled in 0ydhey where he specialised in 
advertisin6 work, so was lost to the Journal. e had many 
succesoors but nonerho had his all-round ability ,ith pen, 
brush~ line, waxy crayon and scraper board~ l.1ost curiously, 
Wenban underwent a complete An licisation durin.__ his y ars in 
England . rior to leaving, he looked and spoke like an ordinary 
casual Ausralian , so much so that Esther atterson (who travelled 
to the U.K . on the same steamer but had not known him before 
in Jelbourne,) was unfavorably impressed by the figure he cut 
on goard and in particular by his habit of appearing on d ck 
minus collar and tie, thou~h adan ' s apple set off with a large 
glass - topped stud in the neckband of what int ose days was 
known to the trade as a "fashion" shirt . 
This deplorable solecism touched an e osed nerve in 
Esther Patterson, whos husband Gore Gill, was a model of 
sartorial rectitude . 
dot to enhance llis chances of stormin London, enban was 
a confirmed .Anglophobe . J.Juring his first year or so in England 
he wrote me several lefters all loaded below the limsoll mark 
with nostalgia . I have seldom rmown a more co firmed ustralian; 
he was obviously the type 4' expatriate who imports wumleaves 
for the oubtful leasure of burning them in a Aensin~ton bed-
sitter . ior could he tolerate the people of the British Isles 
any better thau the climate. The English, their habits, manner 
of speech and general outlook were anathema to him, so that 
only the fact that he was doing reasonably well in London 
prevented him from booking an ~~diatf passage home . 
At last, however, he did return to Australia. But what 
a chan._,ed ' venban? The man who called at the Journal office 
on his way through to 3ydney wore the black broadcloth jacked 
and striped trousers of a prefessional diplomat . His starched 
collar and checked nicktie came straight from~he pages of the 
Tailor and Cutter, while to crown all, he wore a black Hornberg 
hat in place of the shapeless felt with which he had once upset 
the Deticulous . His speech was in keeping with his changed 
appearc.1nce . Gone was his casual Australian intonation; Wenban 
replaced it by an intonation as n~atly clip~ed as his hair, and 
an accent which if not exactly Oxford, was very far from 
lvlelbourne !' . ..ta.S I never saw fen ban again, I have no idea ho 1 
long he was in Sydney before reverting to type. 
Stanley i,lassina had no idea how to deal with artists, 
whom be re6arded as superior tradesmen . In that time there was 
usually a commercial artist working on the premises . One of 
them, at least, became a distinguished water-colorist. This 
was my name's sake, Ro ert Campbell, who worked at Massina"s 
before 1y time, ana subsequently became a airector of the art 
galleries in Hobart, Brisbane and Adelaide. 
Like most people, ,~ssina regarded himself as an authority 
on art, but being a company director, he also knew what everyone 
else should like, unless of course they happened to be crani...s . , 
Nor did he believe in e11o<C£1PQg:§i,g word-of-mouth enuouragement 
of artists, as this might lead to a demand for higher };Byment. 
Criticism was raore useful as it tended to remind artists of · 
their place . 0ometimes, however, this did not iork . Th 
Australian Journal lost larold Herbert's serv~ces because 
Massina, who also regarded himself as an authority on horses, 
adversely commented on one of Herbert's cover designs depicting 
a cup winner , claimin that no horse ever looked like that . 
Herbert thereupon produced the photograph from which he had 
C\ drawn the offending animal, thr~st the design in a place not 
intended for such a purpose, and \/alked out of th office . 
One of Herbert's successors, George C. Benson carried· th war 
into the enem¥, 1S country by adorning 2 rough sketch of an old 
time aborigine with a tireastplate inscrib d ling Billy of the 
assina tribe, and left it where .assina could see it; under 
the mistaken impression that it woula be taken as a joke . 
Never was an artist more mistaken! For the first time during 
my long acquaintance with him, ,assina flew into a fury, and 
tave instructions that the impertinent artist was not to be 
employed again . It took me some time to Cctlm him down, but he 
forgave Bensen, dnd greeted him with a sco1l whenever he saw 
him in the office . 
Among the many artists who worked for the Journal one of 
the oddest characters was Frank ~zier, who was in the fromt 
rank as a watercolorist of the period , but very far in the rear 
as an illustrator . Crozier had been a war artist in France 
during the 1914 - 18 conflict, but he -~lost if asked to 
draw the female forr11 divine, while he knew nothin1\,hatever 
abou_t current fashions, bo~h great handicaps for an artist who 
wishes to work for magazines . 1vhen I knew bim, he v1as a tall, 
bulky, rather flabby man, who wore the shabbiest hat in ilelbourne, 
and who looked as if the remain er of his clothes had been 
drop~ed on him by one of those ingenious devices wiich formerly 
were used to dEop the harn~ss on fire - bri0aee horses when the 
alarms were rin6ing . 
There was somethin rather_pathetic about "Crow" . ,/hen 
I kneH him he lived an the top floor of a curious little 
building set in a backyard at the medical end of Collins Street . 
To reach him, one passed through the premises of t ... 1e downstairs 
tenant, a professional photographer· and ascended a steep 
fli6 ht of steps and climbed throu6h a trapdoor . here was no 
window to this attic, but merely a skylight which when lowered, 
as it Jenerally was, hermetically sealed the room . s a result, 
Crozier lived in a fug which it seemed to me reached tanger 
point when his liitle gas stove was lighted . Here one f ound 
. 
the artist in the most a.._ipalling confusion , unknown to even the 
inhabitants oi ~urger 's Boheme . Clothes lay on the fioor or 
bulged out of suitcases . Pictures, finished or unfinished, 
hunL on the walls a± all angles . The lar0 e and magnificent 
table was piled high with cookin~ ear , unwashed crockery and 
painting materials . 
In moments of aberration Crozier was always liable to 
squee~e an inch or two or toothpaste on to his palate , oL 
attempt to sbav~ with a tube of Chinese white , or dip his 
brush in the cup of cold, depressed- iliookinb tea which usually 
stood at his elbow . 
He usually painted reclining on a so a, with a gramaphone 
playing at his elbow , one cigarette in his mouth and another, 
for 6otten, burnin5 away in a saucer,. Nowhere in ·,e lbourne could 
one ·et a searing headache faster than in Frank Cozier~s studio . 
As he usually sle~t there on the sofa , I have no i de~ how he 
escaped asphyxiation . Crozier had a v1eek end place at larrandytle 
of which he generously offered me the use , but I saw enough of 
his housekeeping in Collins StrE;et to warn me o ... f . It was at 
/arrandyte that Crozier kept his portable rubber bath which he 
set up one hot day in a sheltered spot behind the cottage . 
He was vigorously soapin~ himself when he vas out flanked, so 
to speak, by ladies, who, as in a ~orman indsaJ novel, suddenly 
appeared round th corner . Attempting to leap for cover, the 
embarrassed artist sl~pped and fell, c olla sin ·he b t h and 
lea ring him s r awl i 1._, like a 0 rub in a cocoa of set rubber . 
The ladies fle~, never to ap~ ar a~ain , ~o tat Crozier n r 
knew whether they., re v.~althy pa tron..:i o:: a rt \'{antin to buy 
a p i cture or mer:Jl'f coll c tin for the local sc.i.1001 p i cn · c . 
• ... ·1 e job-print i 
<.) si le of the 1·1a:., · i na i ~. e1 loyed s ve 
-alesr.ien vrh o rano t1 e cit solicitin0 0 C 6l'S fo:::.· printing . 
done 0 h m mi,)1t h V sscd r.JU ter i n t 1e <:;. d .J3 of' -l• I.I 
al 
youn slic 1: salesmen arrie 1:i th a s ta i on wa g5 J1i n' a liriefcas e 
but they 1,"2r e emin-ntly succ "ssful . 'rhe el es t of t e t ;::ee 
\'/a.S the tqll cadave.,:ous :--ut , j__:1 i:t'iec' c;1:arle.::.> :;,i±te~, for11er1~-
clirector of a defunct printi:ri :::' irm name d -- rl y Brothers. B 
Batten,, ~o was about seventy , ha s ~n mer prosperous da~s, 
Hhen he hc..d sailed '1 is ;}Ca 0v "..:i.cht fror1 St. Kild~, .mt t'1 
failure o1 Varleys ruin~ ~ ~i~, thou0h it did not c ,' ~tter htm. 
~l· r 5r~ ~QlL, i@ -~}.)" • 
I . 
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Although he was one of the most prominent figures in the 
I.!elbourne literary scene, John Kinmont Ivoir always 
miscast in the role of a Melbourne v1aokaness . His 
and manner were the reverse of ae.sthic and sa l low . 
seemed bar.ilt 
appearance 
Tubby and 
bald, he had a saturnine expression and rough , not to s ay uncouth, 
way of speech, but many a hard-ip writer and artist - both were 
plentiful before the affluent society got into its stride - was 
glad to rely on him for a bed or a meal . So little did the loss 
of his hair enhance .oir's careless gone-to- seed appearance that 
when he put on his hat he took a decade off his age, but obviously 
he was a shrewd enough business man, for during the years I 
knew him he successfully func t ioned as credit manager for a firm 
sellin6 household effects on the never- uever plan and spent his 
days interviewing customers anxious to furnish their houses 
like millionaires on the smallest possible deposits and the 
lowest permissable weekly instalments . The prosperity of the 
firm depended on 11 air •s assessment of the odds against getting 
paid . From all I 1eard, be was entirely sudcessful; at all 
events, the firm was solvent when I left Melbourne . 
Moir, however, played a dual role . ,Jhen he left his office , 
he shed the managerial mask, veiled the sinister eye which 
could sum up the financial status of the prospective buyBr of 
an imitation walnut suite guaranteed to ladt until the new post-war 
house in which it was placed fell down around it , Once clear 
of Bourke Street, he became a genial Bohemian with a rlebalaisian 
taste i n anecdote, a vast capacity for potables , a magnificent, 
if haphazard and unspecialised collectio11 of Australian books, 
manuscripts and relics which he collected • 
.. air was a wueenslander, born on a cattle-station in the 
~ulf country, the homestead bein~ so remote that he was seven 
or e~t years old before the arrival of an itinerant missionary 
to baptise him. According to his own stay young Jack took to 
the bush rather than under 6 o a 1 ordeal which he ima Lined resembled 
being branded with a hot iron . 
Just when he left the gulf country and acquired his improbable 
interest in books and their w:titers I do not _nO\r , but I 
gathered that at one time he owned a store in lbury, so that 
I ass:)me he was well established when I first heard of him 
as the founder of the Bread and Cheese club. 
This was an all-male or anisa~ion of literary and artiotic 
enthusiasts of which he was t ne leading spirit - officially the 
Knight Grand Cheese - until his deat.:1 many years later. t the 
time when the club w s founded I had little leisure ~nd small 
inclination for literary gatherinc:is , so that it was not until 
aft er the war - a bout 1949 - that I r.,et 1 air and found as did 
most people that it was practically impossible not to become 
his friend. 
t that time he lived in a large she on the south side of 
Bridge .dead , l ichmond, not far from the 1i'own Hall . It was an 
ol d haunt of mine for as a small boy I had lived far some time 
in Burnley , frequently wandered along Bridge oad, to have a 
swim in the Council pool, borrow books from the free library 
and peer into .the window of a second-hand bookshop which 
specialised in "bloods". 
Thtt. library was Jt..un on methods as antiquated as the stock. 
Nothing ;as on open aacess. One chose books from a catalogue, 
entered their nui.ibers on a card and waited to see what fate 
the librarian - a rather cross~rained old lad)j"';ould hand out. 
By this lucky dip method, I read several dozen Henty, Ballantyne, 
Iingston and Jules Verne novels and made the acquaintance of 
, an ville Fenn, 1 ingsley and othe..cs 1hom I found , . _ ._j tedious 
to the last degree an took b, ck the next day, to the 
annoyance of the librarian who considered one book a ,eek 
was enough for any boy . 
more than was ~cod for 
In any case, she told me I read far 
me . s for the ichmond cit~ baths, 
any present day health inspeoton would have fainted at 
first sig t of them . The pool was about 50 yards by 25, 
sloping to 7fcet deep at one end , was filled once a week 
emptied once a week and then refi.led with water from the 
madns . Ther was neither filtration nor chlorination . 
During the summer, it was crowded with men and boys from all 
over rtichmona, every day xcept Sunday . I have no idea what 
has nap~ened to Brid~e oad since ~air's daJ, but it had 
changed little between my early boyhood ana l.1oir 's t L1e. 
I missed t e establishment where I had once feasted my 
eyes and my ima ination on t e Deadwood icks, Buffalo Bills, 
iamond ichs, dexton ~lakes, oprinv~eeled Jacks, Frank Reids, 
Dick Turpins, Claude Du~ais, Jack Sheppards and other heroes 
rhose adventures gaudily illustrated on the covers of the weeklies 
devoted to their doings, seemed much more interestinq- than 
anything om the respectable shelves of the free library opposite -
Nowadays of course they are all collector ' s~-- J.3 and learned 
treatise~ have been written on the psycholggy of Billy Bunter 
and;t~e boys of Grejfriars School . Then they were merely 
kno,11 to the godly as "penny ~eadfuls" and held responsible 
for whatever juvenile delinqu~cy was abroad at the time . I 
have often re6retted that I did not have the modest b&pi~~l 
required to delve into the doinbs of Sprin6 heeled Jack and Frank 
eid • ..H.. few years later, I tackled exton Blake, but by then 
I had made the acquaintance of Sherlock Holmes, whose gaunt 
shadow obliterated all traces of the pallad ·exton. 
For all I kno .. , the sl).op Moir occupied might well have 
been that in which these bloods were dis~layed . dOir ras 
delighted to ti.1ink so 1hen I told hin. /hat his domestic 
set - up was I did not know, 11or did 1e invite questions on the 
subject . For a book-collector leading a bachelor life, the 
shop was an ideal headquarters, a short tram-ride from the city , 
and presentin no parking robler,1s f or visitors travelling 
under their own power . 
The most hospitable of men, .oir usually held open house 
on Sunday evening, while casual visit]rs were sure of a 
welcome any tim~ they found him at h~me . ,any of his friends 
brought their own drinkin materials, but there were otllers, 
so that the cost of supplying beer and sandwiches mV-Ot have 
n drilled a big hole in voirj' s bank account. IIis house guests, 
too , must have cost him a good deal, for during the time I 
knew him there was seldom time when one of the spare rooms 
~bove was not occupied by so~e writer or artiat . No doubt most 
of them offered to contribute som thing towards their entertainm nt 
but r oir was the last man to accept . 
On the other hand, his hospitality gained him what money 
could scareely have bought - a wide circle of literary friend-
ships and many si6ned first editions as well as manuscripts, 
photographs and sketches innumerable . 
Loir of course was regarded a. little patronisingly by the 
local highbro1s, who as~erted that he knew little if anything 
about the books he colledted aad was only concerned in ariaasing 
the{,~re[ardless of their quality or authorship . This may have 
been so, but it is hatd to see how ,cir, or anyone else, could 
have done more than 3kim~~ his collection in a lifetime . 
Actually he read more than most people realised . In any case 
his collection was always at the disposal of anyone who wi;;:hed 
to M~~~it . ctually, about the only badf friends he made came 
from the ranks of the radicals . UncompromisinblY conservative 
in his political views, he made no secret of his dislike of the 
realist writers and t eir following and angered them by his 
outspoken comments . 
I, air was a tremendous worker . part from his dail;, routine 
as a credit manager, he spent endless hours on behalf of the 
Bread and Cheese Club settin6 up plaques on houses of literary 
and historic interest and conducting a vast correspondence with 
writers and artists all over ustralia . bometimes when the 
regular Sunday night 5athering broke up, usually towards 
midnight, he told me that he had at east three hours of 
letterwriting ahead of him, a remark amply corroborated by a 
desk piled high with requests for advice, books to be acknowledged 
and a thousand and one t~ings which clutter the life of a 
unive_sal literary godfath~r . 
I have no idea how many books, pamphlets, manuscripts 
and literary relics joir housed in his Bridge Road collection, 
but they Here there in thousands always available for 
reference . 1 rarely visited him rithout finding someone there 
taking notes. He enjoyed astonishing the enquirer . I rememver 
aslting him if he kne,; 'J '1e circumtsances under wh.Lch John 
Conway organised the first ..tiustralian cricket team for EngZ..i:..::d 
in 1878 . 
"I know more about it than you," he retorted triumphantly, "and 
here ' s why . " 
Rumma~ing in a crammed pi6£on-hole he produced a yellowin0 
document which, unrolled, turned out to be the Articles of 
Association signed by each member of that historic syndicate 
of players whose ma1 es - !::>pofforth, .Iurdoch, Blackham, Jannerman 
and the rest - are woven inextricably into the pattern of 
international cricket decades before dir Donald Bradman wcs 
t :r~ and before the term test match had been coined . 
There vas naturally a reverse side to .air ' s geniality . 
e was subjec~ to occasional moods of pessimism from which 
only convivial company seemed to lift him. I remember hi~ 
telling me of the gicorn which aeizea him on the day the 
Japanese war ended . Occupied by tuoughts of the tragedy of 
the last 1ew years and the changes it had made in the lives of 
so many of his acquaintances be spent the afternoon sitting on 
a neglected gravesto e in a sequestered part of tie lew Cemetry 
drinking wine with an ually morbid lady friend . 
~t their height in the late 1940's a .id early 195o•s 
11..o ir 's 3und~y evenin~ gatherings were a r::ieeti,Jf place for an 
extraordinarily varied croVld. Amon[ t'le regula.1,s rns John 
Kirtley , one of the founders of the Franfrolico Press and theN 
working mainly with the Hawthorn ress 01 John uartner, Hal Gye, 
creator oft e illustrations for .Jennis ' s 11.'.:)entimenta l .Jloke ', 
Dr . I.1orris on, brother of "Chinese .1orris on 11 , Louis oli tzer , 
Rex Ingamells , Henry t1allock, the secratary and treasurer -
11 1 orthy scribe and Trusty Ba gman" - of the Bread a:ad Cheese 
Clu'rf1ho always reminded Qe of a battered and early editon f 
I.10ir himself. A former law clerk with a vast f 1 i..=:. ::!: l::gal 
anecdote , he had apparently established .imself as a youth by 
steering a wealthy but innocent would-be litigant into his 
employer 's office instead of that of the opposition, ,!' o had 
chambers in the same building . 1.J.allock ' s emplop-er ,as so 
successful that his grateful client reuarded him far beyond 
expectations, and l.lallock came in for the overflow . 
He had the same short barrel-like figure, the same bald 
head and the same slightly bloodshot beer- drinker ' s eyes, only 
much r,ore .so. Like , oir he usually had a cigarette in his 
mouth , but in Nallock 's case it was usually hand-rolled and 
sodden. 
/hen writinu the story of the Bread and Cheese Club , 1ra~lock 
called at the Australian Journal office to borrow some portrait 
blocks of writers, and told me wistfully that he had been 
invited to attend the Tivoli Theatre that evening but, had been 
forced to decline as his mother did not approve of nim being 
out more than two eveninJs a week. Iillowing his convivial 
habits, it struck me that the old lady might have had a case, 
but as her son was well on into his sixties I felt she was 
carrying her maternal authority a l ittle too far . 
Poor Henry did n ot lonu surYive her death. Accordin6 to 
hloir, his effcirts to cope with domestic problems when left 
an orphan at the age of about seventy were too much for him . 
There were usuallJ' a few interstate visitors at l.10ir 's. 
Vic Hall and Bill Harney made his establishment their headquarters 
whenever they were in r, elbourne, while it was ther e I met 
Professor .~orris .Tiller of Hobart , whose bibliography of 
Australian Literature owed something to the ,1oir collection 
and to the knowledge of lair and his friends; J .K. Ewers the 
,/est ern Australian , and 11iles Franklin , who al though drawing 
near the end of her life, was like an electric spark beside 
the heavy-going Ewers who joked with the greatest difficulty. 
Ewers was an occasional contributor to the Australian Journal, 
though {hat his stories were about I cannot recall . They were 
not, I feel certain, humorous . Liles Franklin, on the other 
hand, never wrote for the Journal, although "Brent o Bin Bin" 
once sent, t : rough an agent , the manuscript of a novel, which, 
alas, I found far less sprightly than r, iss Franklin , and was 
forced to decline . 1/hether it was publishea. Cllsewhere, I do 
not know . 
Suprisingly it was at ~air's I met Stephen Spender who 
was touring the world to arouse int ~rest in Dis magazine, 
Encounter . \/hat Spender talked about I cannot remember, but 
whatever it wqs was brightened for me by his courteous reply 
to a lady who mystified him by asking if he could explain 
why editors consistently sent back her OLferinQs. It was a 
toubh question , as the distinguished guest had no idea who 
she was, but he went through all the motions of a man deep i J 
~bought anu fin lly came up with the urbane repy: 
11 ,adam, could it be because you send them stamps for return? " 
I don't know who started the move to ave I:Ioir 's work 
officially recognised. ~he first I heard of it was at a 
party at Oscar i endelsohn ' s hause at. Lara, near 1Geelon • 
As the old mansion had once functioned as a home for ine briates , 
it seemed an appropriate place for a bohemian gatherinJ , 
especially as Mendelsohn , a public analyst in his working 
hours , was earnin5 great acvlaim for his writings on wine 
and how to drink it . hen someone suggested that Jack 1 oir 
deserved inclusion in the next birthday honours, Jean Campbell , 
who ias then on the best of terms with him, expresseQ vehement 
agreement . 
"But , " she explained , "I hope they 'll give him a knighthood 
and notft~these silly lJBE 's. 11 
As one of her eudience was Geonge Hermon H. Gill BE ., the 
naval historian of .torld ,lar 11, this tactless sug6estLm did 
not receive the ap~lause she thought it merited. 
LOir, however, was not destined to becoce a rni~ht of 
Australian letters but he did receive the BE , of which 
indded he was as naiv ly proud as he was of the freedom of the 
city of ichmorrl(awarded to him shortly afte..cwards at a __ 
ceremony in the town hall . As usual the speeches were 
interminable, worJds flowin0 almost as freely as the ratepayer ' s 
beer . At fir~t I felt rather s orry for ,o ir, as ihe listened 
to enoubh flattery to sicken an easte£n pote~tate, but I 
suddenly realis4d to my dismay that he was enjoyin~ it. 
Over a drink with one of the civic fathers who had organised 
the fundtion, I remarked that ichmortJ/certianly had a 
distiniuished citizen in J . K • . oir 
"Yair , " agreed the alde.L,man or whatever he was, "but I never 
met the bloke before . Sometbing to do 1ith books, isn ' t he? 
Don ' t mean a thin 0 to me, brother . ~ never read a book right 
through in me life . " 
I saw IIoir for the last time on Iew Years Eve 1955 , 
three weeks before I sailed f or n·land, when I drove him home 
from a party at Sid Courier ' s home in Caulfield, to 0 ether ~ith 
-* 
a lady who lived in nearby Hawthorn, but whose name I oaanot 
recall . As the party wore on, I suddenly realised how ol·d and 
ill ,Ioir was beginning to look and when ue reached his door 
he begged us to vome in and stay awhile as he needed cheering 
up . 
It was full daylight before we shook ha11ds and wished 
each other a happy new year. J.ie told r.ie sadlJ that he never 
expected to see me again . Nor did he, but oddly it was the 
third member of th~ par~y who died iirst. Barely had I 
reached London before I had word that she had been killed in 
a dar crash . Ove r taken by a combination of ailments which 
had oppressed him for years, toir himself died soon afterwards . 
Although he had written little himself, he had done a great 
deal for many w±iters, while his chief work was the collection 
he bequeathed to ~he Latrobe Library . 
wiriting one of bis perennial autobiographioal articles, 
Xavier Herbert asserted that for some years e was forced to 
write for "trashy" magazines in order to live. I don't know 
what other magazines he wrote for, but if he referred to the 
Australian Journal his own trash as in good company. rnong 
the other purveyors of trash I can recall Dorothy Eden, J.B. 
l1lacdonnell, Vance Palmer, Eliza be vb Goudge, .r"'rank lalford , 
Dulcie Dunlop Ladds, Joyce ,est, Dr. Clyde Fenton , ~ra 1o~ris , 
Katherine Susannah Prichard, uth ark, Frank bodes, Fredrick 
Howard, Osmar E. ,Jhite , Dc:Ue Collins, Stephen Fennimore, Jean 
Devanny, G. I1unro Turnbull, Catherine Sheperd, .rlex Rientis, i: 
E. J. Brady, Elizabeth Powell , /illiam Hatfield, Jon Cleary, 
Harold ,1ercer:,. Jack 1. ackinney and obert S. Close . mong 
overseas writers one remembers John Gloag, afael Sabatini, 
]arjorie Kinnan Rawlin 0 s, .onica Dickens, Stella Gibbona, 
Ivan Sanderson, the naturalist, Stacey Aumonier, Barbara Cartland, 
Sid Chaplin, J . B. Priestly, George Agnew Cbamberlain , Luke Short, 
Marghanita. Laski, Josephine Tey , Georgette Heyer __ the mericans 
Chet Schwartzkopf and David Parker. Actually I am inclined 
tot:hink that the only work Herbert ever read in any magazine 
WijS his own . 
It was of course, fre uently stated that the Journal vijs 
filled with "syndic, ted" material. 1. ctually, t is was never 
the case in my time. I would never have published any imported 
stories had there been enou6h u2 to-standard Australi n material 
offering . /hen the Jo ·rnal was at its peak we ne ded about 
sixte~n short stories a month, as well as a courle of serials 
and they simply weren 't forthcoming . Everyone couldn't vrite 
like Xavier Herbert , "ven had they be en able to do so, the 
need for variety had to be considered. Jome months I would 
read up to three hundred manuscri ts 1ithout comin on more 
than half a dozen likely to interest a worthwhil number of 
readers. Serials we·e of course the very devil. •ortunately 
for modern editors, the serlal story ia long outmoded but in 
my early Journal years serials were essential . The novel which 
can bold is interest when divided into six or seven arts and 
published over as ·many months is not found every day . To get 
a continuous supply of Australian serials was out t,f the question . 
':chey simply were not bein6 written. Even with the available 
Dritish and American material from which to choose~ suitable 
Journal serials becaLle oore and more difficult to unearth . 
Unless an author was reasonably certain of gettin 0 book 
publication later, which was certianly not the case i n .n.ustralia, 
serial \ritin~ did not pay . The stories used by the Journal 
vere not syndicateu in the ordinary sense of the term . dmittedly 
the syndicates were operatin0 in Australia, so -e =:u quite a 
bi6 way . T ey imported a vast mass of material from United 
Kin6dorn and American sources, and farmed it out to as many 
Australian periodicals as ~ossible at rates of payment to 
suit the wost parsimonious periodicals . One story might be 
farmed oJt to a dozen papers in ustralian and few Zealand . 
This method of securin material was useless to a magazine like 
the Journal which was distributed in every state as weil as 
N~w ~ealand . ~o obtain exclusiJe rights of first publication 
over so vast a territory it was necessary to do business with 
the author or his literary agent and to pay accordingly . I 
often heard tales of periodicals which bought stories at a p 
pound a piece and serials for five pounds . That literary 
matter was pushed around at th se rates is true enol.lgh, but 
the Australian Journal never used any in my time . But one 
coul<iA~~ect the average Australian writer to know all this, 
any more than I could kave exp cted it to be knovm that while 
some writers were condern:h.lhng the Journal for Jiunning some imported 
stories, I was conductin 0 a vigorous argument with the leading 
ustralian syndicate for not cha-~g hi0 h enough prices for what ~ ~lL 
they offered . told the lady in char6e of the story depatrmnet 
.; 
that the prices paid to local authors was to a large exte :t 
governed by w at was cha1ted by syndicates Ior material 
of a similar type. Naturally , I received the obvious answer -
that the syndicate was not interested in Australian writers and 
furthermore could not understand why I should be . 
It is hard for .e to take an objective view ~Jean 
v~cneil Carnpbill . A cousin of thorn I had never heard in my 
childhood, I did not meet her until I was about seventeen . 
Then I encountered her at the home of my uncle Douglas 
Campbell, whose family took a literary turn through his som , 
Ross, Rhodes scholar and journalist, and his ~aughter Shirley, 
Urs . Alan Nicholls, whose husband was for long ~ :with the 
Australian Broadcasting Commission and later of the 1elbourne 
Age . 
Young as she was~ Jean made an incredible impress i on on 
me, as indeed on nost people. She was then a tall leggy 
schoolgirl iith brillia1'-tly blue eyes abd twin fair plaits 
falling to her waist . · unusually long nose robbed her of the 
claim to beauty which otherwise her figure , carriage , complexion 
and teeth would undoubtedly have uiven her . I think that her 
nose, like that of Cyrano de Bergerac, played an unf ortunate 
part in her p~yohological make-up . She joked about it so 
often that it was obvious it was always in the back of her mind . 
It w s however her personality which I found so over-
whelming . That I had neve~ met anyone with such a flow of 
conversation and such a fund of wit is not to be wondered at 
considering the limited circle in which I moved. She made me 
feel more buache thaD usual,bad thab been· ossible . I had no 
idea how to talk to people of even the most mederate degree 
of general culture, and as usual with@ boy in those circumstances 
I probably over-compensated by bragging. Not that I had anything 
to brag a0out . 
year or so later, I had another brief encounter with 
her, this time at the l~lbourne Exhibition where we were both 
sitting for what ,as then called the Senior Public examination . 
From then on I heard of h:er fre quently , but half a lifetime 
went by and /orld /ar 11 passed before I met her again . 
Durlllg tha long interval she had buil t up and abandoned a 
promising future as a novelist and es tablished a rep~tation 
as an ~ctress of 6reat merit . I had mys elf seen her 
in several productions at t be various little t heatres which were 
springin'-' up since the decline of t1ie J;IOfe Js ional stage , which 
was at its lo;rest ebb when she was at her best . 
For the theatr e , however , she was born out of her time . 
Twenty years before, she might well l1ave develo_ped int o a ~ 
character actress of high standing , but as it was s he dissipated 
her immense energy on behalf of several semi- professional 
producers who treated her with scant gratitude when it ,as no 
longer possible for her to devote time und Doney to t heir 
enterprises, while she had practicallly given up wr iting except 
for a few novelettes, some of them hastily turned out in 
collabora tion with Leila Pirani . /hen I renewed acq_uaintance 
with her, the schoolgirl with t he fair plaits had become a 
woma1 of awe-inspiring poise , slightly exotic appearance and 
a devastating capacity for plain-speaking . 
he was one of the most generous women I ever lmew . tler 
flat in Powle t t Street, East Melbourne, became a rendezvous for 
an odd collection of writers, journalists, frlhmge bohemians and 
radica ls . How far J aan herself had swung to th e left I never 
knew . Not very far , I sus )eat , although her sympathies were 
undoubte~ the rapidly van is:hing "und:er dog" and when 
she was -e.r ~1 :i;fd. a Commonwealth Literary Fellowship in the l a te 
1940's it was to write a novel about a t ypical 11litttle man" of 
the Depress ion era . 
But Jean ' s ' upbringing had been strictly upper middle-class 
while so far as I could s ee her knov1ledge of the 71little man" 
had to be soaked up at seco~and. To acq_uire it, she persuaded 
a plasterer's laboure~ to call every afternoon and tell her 
the story of his life and times. Tongue-tied at first, he 
ressembled a barrister in needin 0 periodic refreshers, but 
eventually he ~ot going to such an extent that it was impossible 
to ga 0 him. ~o lamentable a tale of misfortune had not been 
heard since Othello poured his story of moving accident by 
flood and field into the astounded ears of Desdemona. 11/hen facts 
failed him, the plasterer did not hesitate to improvise . 
Finally, 1owever, he began to repeat himself, while Jean's 
patience and her stock of beer both ran out . By tis time 
the scribbled first draft of the novel -ad reached t ~e length 
of lar and Peace . ..hen she had chiselled it down to portable 
size, it was a good enough novel as far as it went, but Jean 
had allowed the theories of the social realists with whom she 
had been so closely associated to sink into soil to which they 
were ~uite alien . As might be expected, the result became 
intolerably dreary as it went along . 
I , 
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The Book, as Close ' s story was called, was not v ry long 
but was certainly 61oomy . Set in a sanatorium , its principal 
p·otaganists were tw~ men , one young one old , both dying of 
consumption . It was subsequently printed in Coa~t to Coast, 
where it may be read by the curious . It certainly had an 
impact on Journal read rs as letters of praise or blistering 
condemnation kept arriving for months . During this period , 
although I did not knO\/ it then, Close was fighting a battle 
on the home front. His wife saw little sense in a husband 
wp.o spent most of his evenings batterin -..;way at stories 
which seldom sold ~.nd whose principal companions wer writers 
no nore successful than he was . At on stages e ev n took 
the extreme step of burning his manuscripts, so that he fled 
to /arranndyte at week-ends and diu his writin0 in a hut, where 
he completed Love ', e Sailor . By the time he typed "The End 11 , 
his private affairs ·were in a state of confusion . He had become 
very friendly with a young widow whom he had met while report -
ing a court case, an assoc iation to which .rs . Close took 
such exception that they parted . Further to complicate matters , 
he lost his reportin6 job with Truth because, in a moment of 
aberration, he confused the names in a lega: action, so that 
a lady who had merely had her washing stolen from her clothes-
line was quoted as the proprietor of a disorderly house~ a 
slip which , though settlea out of court cost the newspaper 
several hund· d pounds . 
/ith the typescr i pt of Love .le Sailor in the hanu.s of 
Georgian House Close returned to a hut at Eltham, where under 
singu],.arly uncomfortabl conditions, he wrote the story of 
his boyhuo~ at sea for the Australian Journal, a seri s of 
episodes which was subs quently publisn din book form under 
the title of 1orn of Youth, I can attest th discomfort of the 
hut as spent a couple of week-ends there . rt was a galvanised 
iron shanty , stuck on the slope of a hill, quipped with two 
camp stretchers which were as cold as they were hard • 
.• oreover , being on a slant , one had to wedbe oneself int o 
bed to avoid r olling out . The only bath vas a tap in an open 
paddock . Close had to w~lk about a mile and a half to buy 
his provisions, and th n do his cooking in empty fruit cans 
over an open fire . How he manag d to live , let alone write , 
under these conditions I f.J8ve no idea , although he owed 
something to the hospital of Justus Jorgensen and his wife 
Dr . Lily Jorgens n~ whosi-art colony and studios were not far 
away . In those days the artists kept open hous on Sunday 
evenings . 
/hen Geor6ian House decided to publish Love Me Sa i lor , 
Close and the widow threw in their lot tog ther and rented a 
hous at Sorr nto , wher Close wrote Th Dupe and the pair 
lived a somewhat precarious life until the widow decided that 
there was no future in so pr carious an existence and the 
sooner shew nt back to work the more lik ly she was to eat 
regularly . 
By now Love .e 'ailor was selling well , but it was 
obvious that the Victorian Government ,,as being urged to make 
one of its occasional 6e3tures of r i ghteousnes~ and take~ 
1Cacti~ t that time the 
Coumonwealth exercised no jurisdiction over any publication 
unless it ias imported from abroad, but any state could 
take court action against a local publisher . 
In th Love 1• e ~ailor CJ Se, the author was included in 
the arrangment, so that both Close and G orgian ouse were 
char ed at the upreme Court with obscene libel . The case 
became a c~us celebre, although the book long ago became 
mer ly another Jap rback . Anyone re~dinb th book today 
would be ardo£1ed for askinc;; what all the fuss was about. 
'-' 
But, orld /ar II ha~ not long finished and the Victorian 
government and the older generation which supported it clearly 
believed that there would be a completE= swing back to th 
status quo and that all questions of alleged morality ,ould 
be settled in the terms of the 1920's. Not that th r was 
anything immoral about Close's story of the nymphomaniac 110 
took passage on a nitr.ate ship out of ~bile and wreak d motional 
havoc c;,rnong tne shiy 'sfc ompany b fore ner tragic d ath in 
mid-voyab • ~rorn 'f irst to last although euphemisms ce_tainly 
abounded, ther were tl- "four-lett r" ~rnrds which have beco;ne 
a c,Jmrnonplace of realistic writing no 1adays. But th authorities 
chose to take a high stand and decided to put Close and his 
publishers mn the pillory . 
The boo~ ~as banned n Victoria by police action. 1he 
first trial, held before the Chief Justice 0ir Edmund ·erring, 
proved abortive. As the defence naturally protested a~ainst 
the caae peing judged on a few selected passages from the 
book, the prosecution read the book to the jury in its entirety, 
squeezing the most out of the allegedly yorno~raphic passages 
which obviously did not occur .f.re t,uent ly nough for bored 
jurymen. fhe reading continued for about three days after rhich 
the leadin counsels addressed the jury and the Judge su,rned 
up in terms so non-committal the the Crown counsel, becoming 
discouraged, pulled an ace from his sleeve ana drew the Judg 's 
attention to an incident which had occurred on th first day 
of the trial when a member of the public had been seen talking 
confiaentially to the Forem n of th just-sworn-in jury. 'his 
injudicious individual was Ian 1~ir , an amiable but bemused 
journalist well-known in literary circles. To his consteration 
-.Iair was hauled o~t:of the body of the court - 1here he had 
no right to be - and ut in th witness box where bis feeble 
protests made such a poor impr ssion that the Chief Justice 
wearily announced that, much as he regretted it, h had no 
option but to order a new trial, lest tote casual observer 
it mi,ht appear that ,air had tried to influence the jury. 
I knew Ian Iair, the man who threw the monkey wrench into 
the first Love fue Sailor trial , off and on for many years, 
ever since, in fact the day he wandered into the Journal office 
and sold me a humorous story in ~art filched - as he afterwards 
admitted - from the New Yorker . As very few Journal readers 
were familar with the New Yorker no harm ensued, but l marked 
him out as a fiction writer whose work was not to be trusted . 
At that time 1~.iair was a junior reporter with the 11elbourne 
Herald , but he afterwards came to anchor as a teacher at a 
technical ii 1 ; lm1 c:I, school . or some years he was a librarian 
and officer of the Lelbourne J?ublic Library and later was with 
~ 
several wartime government departjgi~nts . 
Personally . , ir was a plump ~ovial individual not 
undis tinguished in a ~pearance, with a neat moustache and 
dark hair which gradually greyed as the years wheeled by . 
Usually he announced his coming with a loud laugh, and when 
he departed left behind the mingling aroma of ~ipe smoke and 
alcJhol . For years I seldom saw him quite SGt~r. On the other 
hand, it was just as rare to s ee him quite drunk . 
One evening when a few of her relatives and intimates were 
sitting talking in Jean Campbell's flat in East 1'.lelbourne, .lair 
arrived in corn any tith anvther well-knowrJ~iterary and academic 
toper, the historian Brian Fitzpatrick wnose brilliance was 
only e ualled by his thirst. noth expressed their displeasure 
in not having been invited to what they wro116 ly ima 0 ined was 
a convivial aather ing by beginnin~ to sin and dance, r~· tly 
to J·ean 's chagrin, such ·oines o:a be int.. caviar t o the othe:e 
inhabitanto of l.1 e ouildin , . It 1au a mu,nE:nt for tact, as 
'itz at:rick uas a_ t to turn un ... leasa.11t \/he cross d., altl1 ouc,h 
a c· es · _·field whe ... 1 sober) in his cu_ s . ., e 6 ot rid. o:r them b~ 
tovine the hand·~~ e oloc~ - 11ioh rasn ' t gain~, Qnyhow -
··ound to midHi.::ht, and a nouncin.__ t ...... at the party ,ad t end . 
either ~Rir or Fitzpatrick being in a condition to read 
their watches , they reluctantly accepted this, whereupon 
formal goodnights were ijaid all round , and Jean retired to 
her bedroom while the rest of us piled into cars and drove off 
leaving the two uniinvited guests to weave their way on foot 
to catch an all- night tram . Later iair told me that he could 
never understand why having left Powlett stre t so late , he 
arrived home in Armadale earlier than~e had done for months . 
From a literary viewpoint , Llair ' s claim to fame rested 
on the book reviews he wrote for various newspapers . Dy all 
accounts, he was an extremely shrewd judge of a writer ' s work, 
and though much too kindly a soul ever to pen a cruel notice , 
or to enjoy h imself exploiting his wit at some unfortunate 
author ' s expense . n this he differed markedly from some 
other reviewers of the period . 
~t W§S a pity that so well- meaning an individual shou~d 
have been unlucky enough to vecome prominent in the Love de 
Sailor case . As I was present I recall the incident perfectly . 
I t occurred when the court adjour ned for lunch after the jury 
was empanelled on the first day . Recognisinb the foreman 
as a man he had met in his broadcasting days , lair stopped to 
pass the time of day with him • . ACcordine; to !.J.air, t eir con-
versation did not proceed beyond the usual enquiries after each 
other ' s health and an agreement to meet agadm for a drink 
when the court adjourned . The inexperienced juryman could have 
had no idta that they 1ere vatched , but air having been a 
reporter , should have known better . Comi n0 out of the court , 
he met me and as we walked down Lonsdale Street together he 
told me that Close was certain to get off , as the foreman .. 
of the jury was a very open- minded man . I questioned the 
wisdom of having spoken to him o the floor of the court, but 
I.lair naively to d me that they were qu i te unobserved . This , 
however, was by no means the case . ctually be ~as tailed by 
a detective for the rest of the week and abruptly hauled int o 
the witness box when the Crown thought/the case was going against 
them . 
Poor Mair's performance when examined by the prosecuting 
couns els did not add to his reputation . To begin with he described 
himself as a journalist when he was actually a clerk in the 
.arketin Board . Furthermore, he was forced to admit that 
although not on leave he had attended the court throughout the 
trial without nowleci(erof his superiors . But what sent a sternly 
repressed titter round the court was his reiterated assertion 
that he and the juryman had spent several drinkin0 ses~ions 
together \1ithout ~~hin_ t~e slightest reference to the Close 
case . ,/hen he was finally reducea to spluttering confusion by 
Lr . Cussan ' s questioninb, the Chief Justice took pity on him, 
and having dismissed the jury , ordered a new trial . ;air, who 
was on the verge of a nervous collapse when he ectepe from the 
witness box, went home to bed . His badly- timed conversation 
with the fpolish juryman not ~nly cost Close and his publishers 
the case, but involved them in a second pile- up of legal expenses . 
This of course was a crushin . blo1 to Close, whose hopes of 
an acquittal had run high . 
The second trial took place before Judge .1. rtin a f v 
weeks later. As befitted a former general and divisional 
commander of the IF, Sir Edmund errin 0 was a man of the 
world as vell as a judge, but Judge artin, an older man and 
a pillar of the .ethodist church to boot, summeo. up in such 
a fashion that left the jury little option than to convict 
Close. The publishers were heavily fined, but the unfortunate 
Close, after being compelled to sit out t10 trials erched 
in the dock like a felon with a constable beside him, was 
sentenced to three months imprisonment, and carri doff to 
Pentridge Gaol in handcuffs . This savage tr atment of a 
iriter while thugs and thieves were bein5 daily fr ed under 
bonds, shocked a great many people vho had no particular 
liking for the typ of fiction r presented by Love i, ... e Sailor. 
Close appealed, and the court of appeal, thou5h it could not 
reverse the verdict of guilty, annulled the gaol sentenc 
and substituted a heavy fine . Close was released after a 
few uncomfortable weeks in the remand section of P ntridge 
Gaol, where he said he had met with considerable sympathy from 
1 I 
the dubious population of the place . ihe trial an its 
afterwath had a sobering effect on Close, who emerged from 
prison less jaunty . Before coming up against the remorseless 
machinery of the law he re~arded himself as a mart:; to the 
cause of literary freedom, but a few weeks at ~entrid e 
convinced him that he had under- estimated his op onents 
and he emerged penniless and was nearly crushed as anyone of 
his jaunty nature could be. I always f Llt that had he been 
forced to serve his sentence out as an ordinary prisoner it 
would have completely broken his spirit . s might have been 
expected, the writers who had been loudest in their protests 
did lea$t to help. Even though he migrated to ~ydney it took 
him a long time to recover from what had been a searing experienc 
But he had n.ot finished Nith Love ,,e Sailor yet . An 
over-optimistic theatrical entrepreneur saw a chance to cash 
in on the scandal and got C~ose to turn ~t into a drama which 
was staged in a tent at Aushcutters Bay . From all accounts , 
the play was not the stuff of which successes are made and 
despite mechanical effects which noisily simulated the effect 
of the rolling of a ship at sea, cyclonic weather and public 
indifference combined with the obscure location of the tent 
theatre to land the dm~ressario in the insJlrency court. For 
Close tnis was the darkest hour, but brighter times Here at 
hand. 
Through the famous American author Henry Jiller , a French 
publisher brought out an edition or Love We Sailor with such 
success that the proceeds enabled Close to leave for Europe , 
where all his later novels have been written . 
In one of them, ,ii th Hooves of Brass, I · had a particular 
interest, as iU& chief protaganist, a bush missionary with 
a passion for gamuling , was based on a character I met at 
·1aranga Basin, Victoria, years before. Close transferred him 
to a timber camp in the ran6es and used the background of the 
Victorian bushfires as a bac~ground • 
. ;y next meeting with Close was in London in 1950's. By 
then, he had 6rown a beard and married a charming Parisienne 
and become more French in appearance and manner than De Gaulle . 
lways optimistic, he lived in daily expectation of sel-ing the 
film rights of his books for a sum vast enough to make him 
independent for life. Close was a slow and deliberate writer, 
who sweated over every phrase and then polished t em with 
equally painful revision. \/riting was always hard work for him, 
but he took bis craft very seriously. ~f he did not always 
achieve success, at least he deserved it. 
,' 
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THE EDITOR GRETS. 
The Melbourne in which I started work in the year 1909 
had more links with the 1880 ' s than with modern times . It 
was a quiet city7the predominant sounds being the clanging of 
tram bells, the continuous whirring of the tramway cables in 
their slots , and the clattering of horses hooves on the wood 
blocks with which the principal streets were partly paved . 
The horrors of the loud speaker and the continuous nerve 
shattering roar of motor traf1ic were yet to come, although 
an occasaional motor car pushed its shining , brass, acetylene 
head lamps throu h the is , buggies, spring carts, 
rays and bicycles whi ch thronge I cannot 
remember when I saw a car for the first time . Looking back) 
I realise that it should have been an event7 but childre~ 
take changes fo~ranted and the automobile was well-established/ 
both as a vehicle and joke in comic papers7before I became 
really cognizant with it . M~st of the people with whom I 
ca me in contact regarded cars as the playthings of the very 
wealthy, a shore counterpart of the steam yacht . To see a 
motor car broken down heightened the day for one and all and 
became the cue for yelling, "Get a horse " and similar witticisms. 
Cars were certainly rare . I can remember Saturday afterno on 
walks along the beach road from Brighton to Mordialloc without 
seeing a single vehicle apart from a few bicycles and the 
horsetram which linked Sandringham to Cheltenham . 
It was not suprising that there were no cars, as t he road 
was little vetter t han a sandy track . In some places the 
tramway r ails stood inches above the sand; in others, they 
disappeared beneath it, so that the regular pas sangers became 
used to helping pueh t he clumsy vehicles out of awkward s pots. 
Even so,the automobile though t hen only a su per numeray on t he 
Aust r alian stage, was already revealing its intention of 
ultima tely ho0 ging the scene. 
.. The Editor Regrets - 2 • 
mon~ the agencies held by my first employers was one 
for an merican cat. I douot whether they ever sold one, but 
t ey had a stack of literature describinG it's many successes. 
mhe booklets, enthusL'.ut.tic thou6h they were, aroused no urge 
to drive a car or even to find out how it was done. ~he following 
year, havin~ been i~nominiously sacked from my first job 1 I 
secured anot'~er, this tir.ie with a firm in .dourke Street west. 
By now c 1rs ;,ere bee or:1ing much .1ore c omrnon in Melbourne . 
As I '.lender ed a bout the city on vario11s erra11cl s I saw ther.i 
~arked at the kerb ch!l Collin's Street 7 usually •.·.rith a small 
0 roup of loungers standing around, ·.1hile the :i...nternational 
Harvester Company , w~ose premises were nearby, er.iployed a 
whole rleet of motor buc3ies for their tra ellers . Stranue 
hybrid vehicles they were, too, with liiGh uooden bu.;uy w:1eels 
and a steering tiller. The engine, located under the seat, 
r, ade an appalling din uhich f orshadowed the machine gun-like 
racket so beloved of the modern teenager with their souped-up 
oldibombs~ Just as one became accustomed to the sight of these 
dubious contraptions rattlin6 their way up and down Bourke 
..:>tr:eet, their drivers sitting at the tiller with their bowler. 
hats wedged grimly over their eyes, than they vanished from 
the roads never to be seen again, except in museum, but 
